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Computing for business
As the way we work evolves, those harnessing the power of 

AI will lead the way.

In a world of remote working and flexible hours, versatility is key for 

both workers and the technology they rely on. At the same time, AI is 

becoming more prevalent in the workplace, allowing businesses to 

boost productivity to levels never before seen.

To remain competitive in these fast-changing times, businesses of all 

kinds need truly intelligent technology. It’s predicted that AI-powered 

devices will be in mainstream use across industries by 2025, with 60% 

of businesses investing by 2027¹. AI laptops will free up employees for 

more important and fulfilling work, helping businesses maintain both a 

commercial edge and tight security.

It's an exciting time for businesses to embrace this new generation of 

AI-powered laptops designed to help them work smarter, not harder.



Computing
challenge 

Computing 
opportunity 

1. Microsoft, Work Trend Index Annual Report: Will AI Fix Work?, 2023
2. Available on Galaxy Book4 Pro and Ultra Series.

Introduction

Mobile devices have started to adapt to more automated ways of 

working, but professional laptops have lagged behind. 

That means day-to-day business tasks haven’t been optimised 

as much as they could be. As a result, people are working much 

harder than they have to. In fact, 64% of employees say they 

lack time and energy to do their job. It’s not surprise then that 

70% of employees would use AI to lighten their workload¹. 

The pursuit of productivity is putting additional strain on 

workers and companies to perform.

Staying ahead of the curve means working smarter, 
not harder, with AI-powered business laptops.

Meet the world’s first true generation of AI-powered laptops. 

They’re designed to take the pressure off workers and 

businesses, helping them perform at their peak.

With AI encased in beautifully designed, light yet durable 

hardware, these laptops form part of a seamlessly connected 

Samsung ecosystem. 

With the power of AI, users can work anywhere, uninterrupted

delivering true business mobility. And they can work anywhere 

with confidence, thanks to military-grade Samsung Knox 

security2.



Galaxy Book4 Series 

Meet the Galaxy Book4 Series 
Enhance the way you work with the power of AI, while staying seamlessly 

secure and connected.

Galaxy Book 360 Galaxy Book4Galaxy Book4 ProGalaxy Book4 Pro 360Galaxy Book4 Ultra

Ultimate performance Switch things up for 

maximum productivity
Heavyweight performance 

in a lightweight package

Built flexible for the fluid 

worker

Productivity at an 

unbeatable price



Welcome to a new era of 
smarter laptops

Galaxy Book4 Series

The latest generation of business laptops from Samsung mark a new era of mobile 

productivity. They’re designed to help you work smarter, not harder.

Combining the unrivalled performance of next-generation® Intel Core™ Ultra processors and the 

intelligence of neural processing units (NPU), the Galaxy Book4 Series is set to change how we see our 

laptops.

Samsung’s partnership with Microsoft gives you a new intelligent assistant — Copilot— to help you 

shortcut daily tasks and boost your machine’s capabilities. With AI freeing up mental space for more 

important tasks and security matching your fluid ways of working, your Samsung Galaxy Book4 laptop will 

help you stay ahead of the curve—and any cyber threats.

With astounding touchscreen display options¹, your work will look its best, inside or outside the office, 

while also being easier to edit, annotate and share.

If that’s not enough, the entire range seamlessly integrates with the rest of the Galaxy ecosystem. This 

allows you to transform your workspace, transfer and share content seamlessly, use your phone as a 

webcam2, or turn your tablet into a Second screen3. 

Now that’s a true work of smart.

1. Available on Galaxy Book4 Pro and Ultra series.

2. Galaxy smartphone with One UI 1.0 or above required. Requires the same Microsoft account. Feature available March '24

3. Available on selected Galaxy Tablet models only, including Galaxy Tab S7 series, Tab S8 series and Tab S9 series and Tab Active4 Pro.



Put your new AI 
assistant to work

AI powered productivity

AI-powered business laptops help you complete your tasks quickly and simply.

Ready for a new way of working? The Galaxy Book4 Series laptop is truly intelligent—powered 

by the latest Intel® Core™ Ultra processors, as well as an in-built AI engine, for superior 

performance1.

The revolutionary Intel® NPU is a specialised microprocessor designed to accelerate machine 

learning and AI tasks. That means richer collaboration, faster multi-tasking and better battery 

management. It also unlocks features like Rewind, AI-powered transcription, photo and video 

editing and advanced Studio Effects to help you look your best on video calls.

The Galaxy Book4 Series also features Microsoft’s AI companion—Copilot.

Copilot will help you complete your day-to-day tasks with ease, taking some of that workday 

strain off your shoulders. It’ll give you answers and inspiration from across the web, support 

your creativity and collaboration, and help you focus on the task at hand. It launches with a 

keystroke, so whenever you need an answer fast, or want to generate content from your ideas 

instantly, just tap that key and ask Copilot.

Your new AI companion is also secured for your eyes only, keeping your work in all your 

Microsoft 365 apps—including your emails, meetings, chats and documents—organised, 

summarised and secure2.

1. Available on Galaxy Book4 Pro and Ultra series.

2. Microsoft Copilot for Microsoft 365 subscription required.



*https://www.ificlaims.com/rankings-global-assets-2020.htm

Confidence for a new 
working world

Security-enhanced mobility

Your data is locked tightly, no matter where your ultra-portable laptop brings you

Go anywhere with your Galaxy Book4 Series laptop and know that you’re ready for whatever the world can throw at you.

Supremely portable, this is a laptop series designed to flex indoors, outdoors or on the move. Each device is thin and light for easy portability. And thanks to responsive, anti-

reflective touchscreens, you can work the way you want. The Galaxy Book4 360 and Pro 360 give you the ability to transform your device from a laptop into a tablet. You could go 

from writing a report to presenting it to marking up edits in an instant. 

Every member of the Galaxy Book4 Series features a super-long-lasting battery1, as well as a universal charger for a rapid battery refresh almost anywhere. No more running out 

of charge on those long commutes. You can also be confident that, when you’re working outside the office, your data is protected by three layers of unrivalled protection. Microsoft 

Secured Core protects your OS and applications, while Samsung Knox and Intel® security defend your hardware. AI-enhanced Microsoft Defender also blocks ransomware and 

detects attempts at cryptojacking. That’s true security for our changing world of work2.

1. Typical value tested under third party laboratory condition. Rated minimum capacity of the Galaxy Book4 Ultra, Galaxy Book4 Pro 360, Galaxy Book4 Pro

16” is 76Wh (Typical), Galaxy Book4 Pro 14” is 63Wh (Typical), Galaxy Book4 360 is 68Wh (Typical) and Galaxy Book4 is 54Wh (Typical). Based on average

use. Actual battery life varies by network environment, apps and functionality used, and other factors.

2. Available on Galaxy Book4 Pro and Ultra series.



*https://www.ificlaims.com/rankings-global-assets-2020.htm

Work smarter together 
with the whole Galaxy

Seamless Galaxy Experience

Multi-task with ease no matter your location, or your Galaxy device.

Combine your Galaxy devices for even greater productivity and creativity. 

You can turn your Galaxy smartphone camera into an external webcam for outstanding 

video quality on your calls. It’ll also automatically frame you and add a truly professional-

grade blur to the background. Compatible with all leading video call apps, you can easily 

and instantly change from front and rear cameras for simple sharing¹.

Your Galaxy tablet can also become a handy expansion to your Galaxy Book4, acting as 

a seamless secondary display which you can control with one keyboard, mouse or 

trackpad2. You can explore files from your phone or tablet directly on your laptop and 

drag and drop them across devices for easy transfer with Quick Share3. Whether you 

need to gain more control over your presentation, speed up workflows, or grab that 

screenshot from a recent workshop, you just need to browse, drag and drop.

With this ecosystem, you can host a video call looking your best, use Multi control to 

make notes on your tablet, then easily drag them across devices for instant 

collaboration⁴. Now that’s a smart way of working.

1. Available on Galaxy Book4 Pro and Ultra series.

1. Galaxy smartphone with One UI 1.0 or above required and must be logged into the same Microsoft account.

2. Compatible with Galaxy Tab S7 series, Tab S8 series, Tab S9 series and Tab Active4 Pro.

3. Galaxy smartphone or tablet with One UI 2.1 or above required.

4. Galaxy smartphone or tablet with One UI 5.1.1 or above required and must be logged into the same Samsung account.



*https://www.ificlaims.com/rankings-global-assets-2020.htm

Expert human support for 
your AI-powered device

Business  services & support

Dedicated UK-based technical support is here for your peace of mind.

Put your tech worries to rest. Samsung’s dedicated team of expert support engineers are here 

to help you resolve any issue. Even if it’s an issue with a partner app or system, we’ll work our 

magic to ensure you can get back to work fast.

You can get in touch with our engineers throughout the working week for a rapid case response 

or turn to our 24/7 online self-help service for anytime resolution.

If your operations are a bit more specialised, you might want to opt for enhanced support. This 

offers you multiple repair and replacement options, with an on-site engineer for repair/exchange 

wherever is most convenient for you. We can also easily transplant your original drive into a 

replacement device, so you never lose your data. Or you can ask for a military-grade data wipe 

to ensure sensitive data never leaves your hands.

Samsung Certified Service

Worry-Free Protection Plan

Hassle-Free Process

Real-time Status Visibility on Dashboard



*https://www.ificlaims.com/rankings-global-assets-2020.htm

The right tools for the job

Computing Accessories

Take your productivity even higher with perfect-fit accessories for the range.

Take control of your workflow with accessories that work around you and your device 

ecosystem¹. Samsung offers a range of business-focused computing accessories that 

perfectly complement your new Galaxy Book4 Series device. They’ll help you complete 

your daily tasks in total comfort and confidence.

We’ve worked closely with partners like Targus to bring you a wide range of 

accessories, which can be purchased solo or in smart, money-saving device bundles. 

From multiport and travel adapters that help you quickly connect to other work tools, to 

privacy screens that keep your work away from prying eyes, you’re sure to find your 

device’s ideal companion. They’re designed to help you work even smarter.

1. Accessories sold separately



Galaxy Book4 Ultra



Take on the most intense tasks without intense effort. AI will help 
you make the most of the powerful, portable performance of the Galaxy 
Book4 Ultra. Now you can create, design, develop and 
discover faster than ever before. This is the laptop for those who demand 
unrivalled productivity. 

A dedicated NVIDIA ® GeForce RTX™ 40 series GPU helps you create your best work 

ever, all on familiar Microsoft 365 apps¹. And with graphic rendering power that you’d 

expect from a fully loaded tower PC and a Dynamic AMOLED 2X touchscreen, the work 

you create will look truly astounding. When you get a break from the workday, you can 

dive into immersive games and entertainment.

Ultimate performance

1. Microsoft 365 subscription required.

Galaxy Book4 Ultra
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Record, create and edit 
like a pro

Galaxy Book4 Ultra

Feel like a filmmaker from the comfort of, well, anywhere.

Create the best content of your life, almost effortlessly. With the power of 

the dedicated NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 40 series GPU, you can edit like 

a true professional, transferring and transforming footage shot on your 

Galaxy smartphone to the big screen. Whether you’re filming team bios or 

recording webinars, your video content is sure to stun people with its 

quality. And you’ll be amazed at how quick it is to render impressive 3D 

graphics, lighting and even the most resource-intensive visuals.

Samsung Studio provides you with features like non-destructive editing, 

an optimised video timeline and multi-layered editing, it’s never been 

easier to make professional-grade video. In a world in which video 

content dominates, Samsung Studio gives you and your creative teams 

the power to compete. 



Intelligent assistance at 
the ready

Galaxy Book4 Ultra

An AI assistant to help you navigate every aspect of your working 

day.

Boost your productivity without working longer hours. That’s the promise 

of Microsoft’s AI assistant, Copilot.

At the tap of a button, you can call up Copilot to complete a wide variety 

of tasks across the Microsoft 365 suite—whether that’s writing a formal 

email, identifying patterns in big spreadsheets of data, or drafting a 

presentation in a matter of minutes1.

1. Microsoft Copilot for Microsoft 365 subscription required.
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Dive into your work

Galaxy Book4 Ultra

Display quality so real you’ll want to touch it—and now you can.

Get up close and personal with your work and create at the touch of 

your fingertip. The Galaxy Book4 Ultra allows creatives to generate 

ideas and results faster, gives analysts clearer insight quicker and 

makes admin a breeze. 

The Galaxy Book4 Ultra’s 16” Dynamic AMOLED 2X display is a 

touchscreen. So, you can drag and drop files, copy, paste and 

navigate intuitively, just like you would on your phone. And because it’s 

anti-reflective, you can take your work anywhere, even into the bright 

sunlight. Comfortable viewing doesn’t just happen at a desk anymore.

Powered by the Intel® Core™ Ultra 7 processor, you’ll enjoy pin-sharp 

3K resolution and 120% DCI-PCI colour volume. The Galaxy Book4 

Ultra produces vibrant hues and crystal-clear images that creatives, 

engineers and power users alike will be amazed by. And when you do 

end up spending long hours staring at this beautiful screen, you won’t 

leave with sore eyes—thanks to the eye-care technology.

Perform at your peak, 
anywhere
Get the power of a workstation in one portable, hardwearing 
package.

Achieve more, faster than ever, with a laptop packed to the brim with 

processing power. The Intel® Core™ Ultra 7 processor inside, 

combined with the AI-enabling NPU, drives next generation apps with 

ease. So, whether you’re editing raw footage, creating large 

presentations, or running machine learning applications, you can be 

confident that your laptop can handle it.

The Galaxy Book4 Ultra is as impressive outside as it is inside. With 

sleek lines, a strong aluminium chassis and a luxurious Moonstone 

Grey finish, it doesn’t just run like a dream—it looks like one, too. You’ll 

be the envy of the office. Or the coffee shop. Or anywhere you’re 

working.
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A fortress of protection 
for your data

Galaxy Book4 Ultra

Get ahead of evolving cyberthreats with smart laptop security.

Stay productive and confident in the connected world thanks to intelligent 

laptop security. You get extra peace of mind when working on your Galaxy 

Book4 Ultra, thanks to three layers of next-generation security. As Microsoft 

Secured Core is protecting your operating system and apps, Intel chip 

security will be defending the integrity of your hardware. Samsung Knox also 

gives you another layer of super-tough security, so you can say ‘goodbye’ to 

cyberthreats and ‘hello’ to certainty in your security. 

Keep up the energy
Battery optimisation that takes you further through your 
workweek1. 

Running powerful apps draining your battery? With the Galaxy Book4 Ultra, 

you can work confidently throughout the workday. Smart, NPU-enabled AI 

performance means that your laptop will consume battery in a much more 

efficient manner—and keep your device cooler. So, now you can work through 

those long days, without having to keep an eye on the battery level. If you do 

start running low, you can get back in the game fast thanks to the 140W USB-

C charger.

1. Typical value tested under third party laboratory condition. Rated minimum capacity of the Galaxy Book4 Ultra is 76Wh (Typical), Based on average use. Actual 

battery life varies by network environment, apps and functionality used, and other factors.



Connect to a Galaxy of 
possibilities 

Galaxy Book4 Ultra

Browse, create and share content and files safely in the blink of an 

eye.

Work smarter by using all your Galaxy devices together. Just by scanning a 

QR code with your phone’s camera, you can easily pair it with your Galaxy 

Book4 Ultra and use all your favourite mobile apps on a bigger screen¹. And 

if you need to transfer a photo, a video or even just some plain text, you can 

open File Explorer2 to drag and drop files across devices as if they were one 

seamless package. Everything from creative workflows to data analysis can 

be made smooth, simple and more effective.

Then once you’ve done your bit for the project, you can share files with your 

team in an instant with Quick Share3. If the work is really sensitive, you can 

also opt for Private Share, which utilises block-chain based file-sharing 

technology to protect your work in transit. It’s never been safer to send data 

across Galaxy devices.

1. Galaxy smartphone with One UI 1.0 or above required and must be logged into the same Microsoft account. 2. Feature available from March 2024. 3. Galaxy smartphone or tablet with One UI 2.1 or above required.
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Galaxy Book4 Ultra

See more, do more
Expand your Ultra power across more devices to build one 
powerful workstation.

Organise your screens to make complex workflows a breeze. Whether you’re 

editing video, designing content, or just typing notes on a call, you can create 

more workspace instantly by turning your Galaxy tablet into a Second screen¹. 

The Galaxy Book4 Ultra gives you unlimited flexibility to navigate between 

laptop and tablet using just one taskbar. And with multi control, you can even 

use your laptop’s keyboard and trackpad to work across your Galaxy Tab and 

Galaxy smartphone, as if it were one seamless device2.

1. Galaxy smartphone with One UI 1.0 or above required and must be logged into the same Microsoft

account. Feature available from March 2024. 2. Compatible with Galaxy Tab S7 series, Tab S8 series,

Tab S9 series and Tab Active4 Pro. 3. Galaxy smartphone or tablet with One UI 5.1.1 or above

required and must be logged into the same Samsung account

Look your best in video calls
Turn your Galaxy smartphone into a webcam for ultimate 
video call quality.

Take advantage of the incredible clarity of your Galaxy smartphone’s camera 

system to take your video calls to the next level. Just connect your smartphone 

to your Galaxy Book4 Ultra and you can use any of the finely tuned cameras 

as your webcam¹. You can also use your phone’s classic filters to change your 

look, take advantage of auto-framing to ensure you’re always centred and blur 

background distractions automatically.

And when you want to show off the results of your work or give your remote 

team a tour of your surroundings, you can just switch between front and rear 

cameras. How’s that for an instant change of perspective?



1. Microsoft 365 subscription required.

Galaxy Book4 Ultra

Business Use Case 
Large Enterprise top audience needs: 
performance, security, services, AI capabilities 

Power for data processing and creativity

The Galaxy Book4 Ultra will be popular across all 
your teams, no matter if they’re creatives or data 
analysts. With the latest Intel® Core™ Ultra 
processors and NVIDIA® RTX GPU, it offers all 
workers superior multi-tasking and graphic 
performance. The device can run even the most 
demanding software. Creative teams, in particular, 
will find they can work at a far faster pace. They’ll 
also find it simpler to transfer, edit and export 
high-quality content.

Making busy meetings more personal with AI

In a busy hybrid meeting, it can be easy for 

individuals and their ideas to get lost in the crowd. 

Thankfully, Microsoft Copilot can make helpful, 

detailed meeting notes, summarise them for later 

reference and even generate presentations based on 

the discussed information near instantly. That means 

everyone on the call can have their say, keep up with 
the conversation and spread their ideas widely¹.

Three layers of security against attack

Any attempt at tampering or infiltrating the Galaxy 

Book4 Ultra will likely be a frustrating one for any 

would-be cybercriminal. With three layers of security, 

designed to keep everything from the hardware to 

individual data secure, large enterprises can be 

confident they’re protected. And if anything 

disastrous does happen to the device, the BIOS can 

be recovered, making it much easier for IT teams to 
get the laptop back in action.

1. Microsoft Copilot for Microsoft 365 subscription required.



Colour Moonstone Grey

Dimensions 355.4 x 250.45 x 16.5mm

Weight 1.86kg

Display 16” WQXGA+ (2880 x 1800) Dynamic AMOLED 2X Touch, 120Hz

Processor Intel® Core Ultra 7 155H

Graphics NVIDIA® GeForce RTX 4050

Memory 32GB (LPDDR5X)

Storage 1TB + microSD + SSD Slot¹

Connectivity 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6E)

Camera 1080p Front Facing

Speaker Quad Speakers Tuned by AKG

Security Fingerprint Scanner, Secured by Knox, Secured-Core PC

Battery 76Wh (Typical)

Ports 2x Thunderbolt 4, 1x USB 3.2, HDMI 2.1, microSD, HP/Mic-in

SKU Codes Moonstone Grey | 16"/Ultra 7/32GB 1TB/RTX4050 | NP964XGL-XG1UK 

1. Micro SD card and additional SSD sold separately.

Galaxy Book4 Ultra

Technical specifications



Galaxy Book4 Pro 360



Galaxy Book4 Pro 360

Impress customers and colleagues with a premium, 
responsive 2-in-1 device designed for unrivalled 
agility. 

You’ll be able to take on any workday challenge by switching 
from laptop to tablet mode instantly. At one moment, you could 
be using the responsive S Pen to take notes, draw and edit 
documents directly, the next you could be powering through 
huge spreadsheets in laptop mode. And you can swap and 
change as often as needed, throughout the longest of workdays, 
thanks to a long-lasting battery. 

No matter what position the screen is in, you’ll be stunned by 
the immersive, 16” dynamic AMOLED 2X touchscreen. The 2-in-
1 has never looked better.

Switch things up for 
maximum productivity.



Elevate your presence
Master video calls with advanced studio effects that really 
leave an impression.

Look and feel like a real pro in all your video calls, thanks to Windows Studio 

Effects powered by the Galaxy Book4 Pro 360’s built-in NPU. Whether you’re 

having a quick catch up, or a long sit-down meeting, you can be sure you’ll 

always look and sound your best.

Studio Effects helps creates true-to-life video call experiences and gives you 

the option to apply extra effects. That means you can blur your surroundings, 

eliminate background noises, auto-frame your face and apply flashier effects 

effortlessly. Better yet, you don’t need to worry about maintaining eye contact. 

AI can ensure you always look attentive, even if you’re looking away to check 

notes or answer an urgent message.

.

Your professional 2-in-1 is hiding an extra feature: an in-

built AI assistant. 

Genius at your fingertips

Get a second professional opinion from your personal AI assistant, whenever 

you need it. Want a few ideas for that image you’re working on in tablet mode? 

Or a list of summarised insight for that report you’re typing up? Copilot can 

complete a wide variety of tasks across the Microsoft 365 suite, no matter if 

you’re using your Galaxy Book4 Pro 360 as a laptop or tablet¹. This cloud-

based assistant can generate limitless creative options and ideas in seconds, 

helping you stay ahead of the curve 1. Microsoft Copilot for Microsoft 365 subscription required.

Galaxy Book4 Pro 360
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The 2-in-1 never looked so 
good

Galaxy Book4 Pro 360

Get the best viewing experience possible, anyway you flip it.

Immerse yourself in exceptional picture quality, whether in tablet or laptop mode. 

The Galaxy Book4 Pro 360 sets a new standard for 2-in-1 displays, boasting an 

anti-reflective, 16” Dynamic AMOLED 2X touchscreen. Combine this with the next 

generation of Intel® Core™ Ultra processors and you’ve got incredibly rich colours 

and crystal-clear detail in all your work applications. Not only does it look amazing, 

you can also drag and drop files, copy, paste and navigate intuitively, just like you 

would on any other tablet. And thanks to the anti-reflective screen, you can do all 

this even in direct sunlight.

It can be hard to tear your eyes away from picture this good. That’s why the Galaxy 

Book4 Pro 360 also features eye-care technology, for those long hours of intense 

focus. 

Premium portability for 
the pros
See what this sleek, sophisticated 2-in-1 can really do for 
your fluid working.

Be the envy of the professional world with a 2-in-1 device designed to 

be as stunning as it is versatile. Your Galaxy Book4 Pro 360 features a 

seamless, fluid 360-degree hinge, allowing you to use your device as 

either a laptop or a tablet. You could start your day in the office, writing 

up reports or entering data, then take it out into the field to make 

handwritten notes and sketches using the super-responsive S Pen.

And no matter where you take it, you’re sure to impress, thanks to sleek 

lines, a strong aluminium chassis and a luxurious Moonstone Grey 

finish.

16” Dynamic 

AMOLED 2X

Touchscreen 2-in-1 design Thin and light
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Galaxy Book4 Pro 360

A flexible fortress
Security that flexes along with your device, whatever you’re 
using it for.

Your ideas, data and contacts are in safe hands. Wherever you go with your 

Galaxy Book4 Pro 360, you go with peace of mind—because you’re protected 

by multiple layers of reliable security. As Microsoft Secured Core is shielding 

your operating system and apps, Intel® chip security will be defending the 

integrity of your hardware. Military-grade Samsung Knox adds an extra layer of 

reliable security. Say goodbye to malicious threats and hello to a flexible 

fortress of security.

Take charge, on just 
one charge
Conquer the workday, without worrying about running out of 
battery1.

Sketch, edit, write and create throughout even the longest workday, without 

fearing the dreaded low-battery warning. The NPU-enabled AI in your Galaxy 

Book4 Pro 360 is smart about battery, helping you manage your consumption 

for peak efficiency. That’ll keep you going for far longer—and keep your device 

cooler. That’s plenty of time to take care of work and even some to enjoy your 

fav entertainment on the train home.

1. Typical value tested under third party laboratory condition. Rated minimum capacity of the Galaxy Book4 Pro 360 is 76Wh

(Typical). Based on average use. Actual battery life varies by network environment, apps and functionality used, and other factors.



Galaxy Book4 Pro 360

Business Use Case 
Creative Business top audience needs: 
price, AI capabilities, performance, security

Flexibility for work, play and display

Workers in creative or technical fields can really 

benefit from the incredible adaptability of the Galaxy 

Book4 Pro 360. With this premium 2-in-1 device, they 

can work from anywhere, in multiple different ways. 

For example, they could power through a customer 

presentation in the office, then take it on the road as 

an impressive portable display for the next big client 

pitch. Thanks to its long-lasting battery and fast 

charging, via the universal Galaxy Book USB-C 

charger, users can stay flexible, wherever they go.

Devices that work around different workflows

There’s a lot to keep track of in a busy office, 

especially when dealing with clients and customers. 

Thankfully, with Samsung ecosystem connectivity, 

teams can manage all their day-to-day tasks and 

communications from a single device. They can 

check missed calls, return messages and more, 

from their compatible Galaxy smartphone or tablet. 

Microsoft Copilot AI can even help compose 

messages for enhanced customer messaging¹.

1. Microsoft Copilot for Microsoft 365 subscription required.

Protect the big ideas

No one wants their creative ideas stolen, 

especially not confidential, business-impacting 

ones. But, with Samsung devices, teams don’t 

have to worry about unauthorized eyes taking a 

peek. The Galaxy Book4 Pro 360 is secure out of 

the box and is incredibly easy to configure. 

Thanks to Samsung Knox, SMEs can rest 

assured their designs, files, client lists and more 

are protected.



1. Micro SD card sold separately.

Galaxy Book4 Pro 360

Technical specifications
Colour Moonstone Grey

Dimensions 355.4 x 252.2 x 12.8mm

Weight 1.66kg

Display 16” WQXGA+ (2880 x 1800) Dynamic AMOLED 2X Touch, 120Hz

Processor Intel® Core Ultra 7 155H

Graphics Intel® Arc

Memory 16GB (LPDDR5X)

Storage 512GB + microSD¹

Connectivity 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6E)

Camera 1080p Front Facing

Speaker Quad Speakers Tuned by AKG

Security Fingerprint Scanner, Secured by Knox, Secured-Core PC

Battery 76Wh (Typical)

Ports 2x Thunderbolt 4, 1x USB 3.2, HDMI 2.1, microSD, HP/Mic-in

Stylus S Pen

SKU Codes Moonstone Grey | 16"/Ultra 7/16GB/512GB | NP964QGK-KG1UK



Galaxy Book4 Pro



Maximise your productivity with the laptop built for 
professionals. The Galaxy Book4 Pro offers incredibly 
strong performance for all your day-to-day tasks, while 
still being easily portable. Whether you’re powering 
through your work at the office, at home or on the train, 
the Galaxy Book4 Pro keeps you at your peak efficiency 
for longer.

The Galaxy Book4 Pro is luxuriously thin and light, ideal for quickly 
slipping in and out of your bag. But it doesn’t sacrifice usability to 
save space, boasting a 16” or 14” anti-reflective touchscreen display 
that ensures clarity throughout the workday. 

Heavyweight performance in 
a lightweight package.

Galaxy Book4 Pro



Get ready for your close up
Use the power of AI to sharpen up your appearance in 
video calls.

Make a great impression on your video calls by letting AI handle the 

special effects. Windows Studio Effects, enabled by the Galaxy Book4 

Pro’s NPU, is designed to make the most out of your laptop webcam. It 

creates true-to-life video call experiences and gives you the option to 

customise how the world sees you.

Not only can you seamlessly blur background objects, you can even 

trust the camera to automatically frame you as you move around. And 

if you have to look away from the screen, maybe to take notes or 

respond to a message, smart eye contact ensures you always look 

attentive. Smart voice focus also ensures background noises are 

eliminated, so your voice comes through loud and clear.

Do more, faster, with the help of an AI assistant—ready at 

the click of a button.

Assistance at the ready

You can achieve more in your workday by calling on Microsoft’s AI 

assistant—Copilot¹. You can call up Copilot at the click of a button to 

achieve a wide variety of Microsoft 365 tasks. Whether you’re drafting 

a vital email, trying to find patterns in a spreadsheet, or looking for 

answers in a long report, Copilot can help. This cloud-based assistant 

can generate limitless creative options and ideas in seconds, helping 

you stay ahead of the curve.
1. Microsoft Copilot for Microsoft 365 subscription required.

Galaxy Book4 Pro
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Layers of data-saving 
security
Beat cybercriminals and keep your business on track with 
multiple layers of security.

You can work confidently in our high-speed, connected world thanks to 

the layers of solid security built into your Galaxy Book4 Pro. 

Microsoft Secured Core protects your operating system and apps. 

Intel® chip security protects the integrity of your hardware. Military-

grade Samsung Knox adds an extra layer of reliable security. Say 

goodbye to malicious threats and hello to a fortress of security. 

But such security doesn’t come at the cost of mobility—in fact, it 

enhances it. You can access all the tools you need to complete your 

work, from anywhere, safe in the knowledge that cybercriminals will 

have a very hard time getting in the way.

Get the power to keep 
on going
A laptop that is smarter about its battery usage—so you can 
stay on the go for longer1.

Now you can spend the whole workday jumping between meetings and 

work, without worrying about your battery. The Galaxy Book4 Pro’s smart, 

NPU-enabled AI ensures that your remaining charge is spent as efficiently 

as possible. You can work through those long days, without having to keep 

an eye on the battery level. If you do start running low, you can get back in 

the game fast thanks to the compact 65W USB C charger.

1. Typical value tested under third party laboratory condition. Rated minimum capacity of the Galaxy Book4 Pro 16” is 76Wh 

(Typical), Galaxy Book4 Pro 14” is 63Wh (Typical). Based on average use. Actual battery life varies by network environment, apps

and functionality used, and other factors.
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Sleek, slim and super 
powerful
Bring the power of a workstation with you anywhere, packed 
into a sleek laptop.

Go anywhere work takes you and know you’ve got the computing 

power in your bag to run even the most intense apps.

The Galaxy Book4 Pro’s Intel® Core™ Ultra 7/5 processor and AI-

enabling NPU, drives next generation apps with ease. So, whether 

you’re creating large presentations, running machine learning 

applications, or even watching your favourite movies on the train home, 

you’ll enjoy a smooth experience.

You’ll be the envy of your colleagues and clients as well. The Galaxy 

Book4 Pro is as stunning as it is practical—thin and light, and built to 

feel totally luxurious. 
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See clearly, respond 
quickly
Get up close and personal with your work, thanks to a 
brilliant touchscreen.

Getting down to business no longer means being limited to a keyboard 

and mouse. The Galaxy Book4 Pro’s 14” to 16” Dynamic AMOLED 2X 

display is a super-responsive touchscreen, so not only does it look 

amazing, you can drag and drop files, copy and paste and navigate 

with your fingertips. Now you can pinch to zoom, tap to select and 

swipe just like you do on your tablet or smartphone. 

With the power of the new Intel® Core™ Ultra 7/5 processor, you’ll 

enjoy a razor-sharp image and seamless touchscreen performance. 

And you’ll get that same premium experience anywhere you go¬—even 

under bright lights—thanks to the anti-reflective coating.



Galaxy Book4 Pro

Business Use Case 
Government top audience needs: 
security, price, performance, AI capabilities

Keep information secure

Security is of vital importance to any government 
body. IT teams in these organisations can safely 
suggest the Galaxy Book4 Pro, knowing that 
they’re fortresses of multi-layered protection.
From the chip-up, the Book4 Pro is protected from 
physical tampering and from external 
cyberthreats. No matter where work is taking 
place, governments can be sure that sensitive 
data is being stored and transferred securely.

Expand the workspace with the Galaxy 

ecosystem

Tackling huge spreadsheets? Monitoring multiple 

streams of information? Making notes during a call? 

Whenever government workers need a bit more 

working space, they can expand their workstation 

around their Book4 Pro by setting up their Galaxy 

tablet as a secondary screen¹.

And with Multi Control, users can easily drag and 

drop files across devices, or control apps on their 

phone or tablet via their mouse and keyboard2.

Easing the admin load through AI

Government workers can get an instant boost to their 

productivity by calling on AI. At just the tap of a 

button, they can prompt Microsoft Copilot to shortcut 

repetitive tasks, summarise documents and even 

craft communications. Plus, since Microsoft doesn’t 

save any information submitted off site, teams using 

it can stay secure and be confident their privacy is 

protected3.

1. Compatible with Galaxy Tab S7 series, Tab S8 series, Tab S9 series and Tab Active4 Pro.

2. Galaxy smartphone or tablet with One UI 5.1.1 or above required and must be logged into the same Samsung account.
3. Microsoft Copilot for Microsoft 365 subscription required.



Galaxy Book4 Pro

Technical specifications
Colour Moonstone Grey

Dimensions
16” - 355.4 x 250.45 x 12.5mm

14” - 312.3 x 223.8 x 11.6mm

Weight
16” - 1.56Kg

14” – 1.23kg

Display
16” - WQXGA+ (2880 x 1800) Dynamic AMOLED 2X Touch, 120Hz

14” - WQXGA+ (2880 x 1800) Dynamic AMOLED 2X Touch, 120Hz

Processor Intel® Core Ultra 5 125H | 7 155H 

Graphics Intel® Arc

Memory 16GB | 32GB (LPDDR5X)

Storage 256GB + 512GB + microSD + SSD Slot¹

Connectivity 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6E)

Camera 1080p Front Facing

Speaker Quad Speakers Tuned by AKG

Security Fingerprint Scanner, Secured by Knox, Secured-Core PC

Battery 76Wh (Typical)

Ports 2x Thunderbolt 4, 1x USB 3.2, HDMI 2.1, microSD, HP/Mic-in

SKU Codes

Moonstone Grey | 16"/Ultra 7/32GB/512GB | NP964XGK-KG1UK

Moonstone Grey | 14"/Ultra 7/32GB/512GB | NP944XGK-KG1UK

Moonstone Grey | 14"/Ultra 7/16GB/512GB | NP944XGK-KG2UK

Moonstone Grey | 14"/Ultra 7/16GB/256GB | NP944XGK-KG3UK

Moonstone Grey | 14"/Ultra 5/16GB/512GB | NP944XGK-KG4UK

Moonstone Grey | 14"/Ultra 5/16GB/256GB | NP944XGK-KG5UK

1. Micro SD card and additional SSD sold separately.



Galaxy Book4 360



Flex your creativity at work with a device that transforms to 
help you take on any task in your workday. The Galaxy Book4 
360 can turn from a laptop to a tablet in seconds, thanks to 
its rotating hinge. This is a device purpose-built for the hybrid 
worker, giving you the agility and responsiveness to adapt to 
changing situations.

Better yet, the Galaxy Book4 360 doesn’t sacrifice performance for 
flexibility. It boasts a 15.6” Super AMOLED touchscreen for immersive 
viewing. You can also use the responsive S Pen to take notes and 
tap away at the touchscreen in tablet mode and do it all for longer thanks to 
a long-lasting battery.

Galaxy Book4 360

Built flexible for the fluid 
worker
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Transform your view of 
work
Immerse yourself in a stunning touchscreen that adapts to 
your work needs on the fly.

Whether you’re reading reports or sketching out your big ideas, the 

Galaxy Book4 360’s 15.6” hinged display is a marvel. 

Not only does it produce an amazing picture, you’ll be able to transform 

it from laptop mode to tablet mode in an instant. You can go from 

tapping away on a report to pinching, zooming and swiping through 

imagery or video—just like that. With the power of the next-generation 

Intel® Core™ processor, you’ll enjoy incredible clarity in either mode. 

And thanks to the Super AMOLED screen, you’ll experience vivid 

colours, deeper blacks, bright whites—ideal for both work and 

entertainment.
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Sharpen your working style
Create amazing work fast, then show it off in high-definition 
video calls.

Master multi-tasking with a device designed specifically for it. The 

Galaxy Book4 360 is the ideal do-it-all 2-in-1 for everyday users. With 

the latest Intel® Core™ processors, the laptop ensures your workday is 

fuss-free. Whether you’re drawing up notes with your S Pen or writing 

up a report, you can seamlessly switch between tasks whenever you 

need to. And when it’s time to update the team on your progress, you 

can jump on a video call and keep working in the background, thanks to 

smart webcam auto-framing. The Galaxy Book4 360 is proof that 

flexibility is for every worker. 

Simplify your workday
There’s no task too big for your AI assistant—and it’s just 
one click away.

Get a helping hand for whatever you’re working on. Want a few ideas 

for that image you’re working on in tablet mode? Or a list of 

summarised insight for that report you’re typing up? Just call up 

Microsoft Copilot—your new AI assistant. With one tap, you can call up 

Copilot to complete a wide variety of tasks across the Microsoft 365 

suite—whether that’s writing a formal email, identifying patterns in big 

spreadsheets of data, or drafting a presentation in a matter of minutes¹.

1. Microsoft Copilot for Microsoft 365 subscription required.



The best of every world
Transform your device on the fly to keep up with your 
demanding schedule.

Take on every opportunity and come out on top, with a 2-in-1 device 

designed to work around you. Your Galaxy Book4 360 features a 

seamless, fluid 360-degree hinge, allowing you to use your device as 

either a laptop or a tablet. You could start your day in the office, writing 

up reports or entering data, then take it out into the field to make 

handwritten notes and sketches. That’s unbeatable flexibility for those 

who demand more out of their workday.

And no matter where you take it, you’re sure to impress. With sleek 

lines, a strong aluminium chassis and a luxurious finish, this is a device 

that’s bound to turn heads

Stay flexible by leaving the charger at home.

Power to match your creativity

Power through your creative workflows, in tablet or laptop mode, 

without having to worry about charging. Thanks to its long-lasting 

battery, you can work straight through office hours and beyond. That’s 

plenty of time to take care of work and even some to enjoy your fav 

entertainment on the train home.

Galaxy Book4 360

1.Typical value tested under third party laboratory condition. Rated minimum capacity of the Galaxy Book4 360 is 68Wh (Typical).

Based on average use. Actual battery life varies by network environment, apps and functionality used, and other factors.



Galaxy Book4 360

Business Use Case 
SME Business top audience needs: 
price, AI capabilities, performance, security

Stay flexible on the go, for longer

Workers can take control of any workday challenge 
using the incredible adaptability of the Galaxy 
Book4 360. With this super light 2-in-1 device, users 
can work from anywhere, in multiple different ways. 
For example, it could be used as a mobile reception 
desk for customers to sign-in or fill out satisfaction 
surveys. Alternatively, it can be used as a laptop in 
the office to complete stock checking and ordering. 
Thanks to its long-lasting battery and fast charging, 
via the universal USB-C charger, it’ll power through 
the workday and countless transformations. 

Secure and analyse

Small businesses are a major target of cyberthreats, as 

they often don’t have a dedicated IT team to detect and 

deflect attacks. But, with Samsung devices, they can 

work with much more peace of mind. The Galaxy 

Book4 360 is secure out of the box and is incredibly 

easy to configure. That’s peace of mind for all sizes of 

team.

Continuity for those busy days

Thanks to the Book4 360’s touchscreen, SMEs can 

draw, annotate and edit straight onto documents and 

presentations. Then, if they have to leave the office, 

they can continue working on the same file on their 

phone. Task continuity, powered by AI, ensures 

they’ll never forget where they left off, either. Just 

give Copilot a quick prompt for a rapid, accurate 
summary of progress¹.

1. Microsoft Copilot for Microsoft 365 subscription required.

Take work across devices

Workers and IT teams can manage devices easily, all 

from a single pane of glass. Galaxy ecosystem 

connectivity allows SMEs to check missed calls, 

return them, access contacts and send messages 

from whatever device they’re using in the moment. 

Microsoft Copilot AI can even help compose 

messages for enhanced customer messaging¹.



Galaxy Book4 360

Technical specifications

1. Micro SD card and additional SSD sold separately.

Colour Grey

Dimensions 355.4 x 228.0 x 13.7mm

Weight 1.46kg

Display 15.6” FHD (1920 x 1080) Super AMOLED Touch

Processor Intel® Core 5 120U | 7 150U

Graphics Intel® Graphics

Memory 16GB (LPDDR5)

Storage 256GB | 512GB + microSD + SSD Slot¹

Connectivity 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6E)

Camera 1080p Front Facing

Speaker Stereo Speakers

Security Fingerprint Scanner

Battery 68Wh (Typical)

Ports
2x Thunderbolt 4, 1x USB 3.2, HDMI, 

microSD, HP/Mic-in

Stylus S Pen

SKU Codes
Grey | 15.6"/Core 7/16GB/512GB | NP754QGK-KG1UK

Grey | 15.6"/Core 5/16GB/256GB | NP754QGK-KG2UK



Galaxy Book4



Optimise every aspect of your working day with professional devices that 
work for every budget. The Galaxy Book4 is the heart of an exciting new 
range, designed for businesses of all sizes. It features all the amazing 
features and impressive specifications of the range, at a smaller price. 
It’s ideal for outfitting entire teams, getting them into action at a 
moment’s notice.

This seriously hard-working all-rounder of a business laptop comes with a 15.6” display 
for real portability and viewing comfort.

Productivity at an unbeatable 
price.

Galaxy Book4
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Precision never looked so 
elegant
See your work—and your favourite entertainment—at its 
best, from every angle. 

Complete any workday task with even greater precision, using the 

Galaxy Book4’s 15.6” screen. Whether you’re logging onto an online 

data platform or losing yourself in the latest bingeable series, 

everything looks superb on the high-definition display. The anti-glare 

coating makes sure you’ve got a great view from any angle and, with a 

slim bezel, there’s nothing to distract from the action.

Copilot on call

Let your AI assistant take the wheel, so you can focus on 
what’s really important.

Now you can do everything you’ve dreamed of in your workday, without 

breaking a sweat. Microsoft’s AI assistant, Copilot, is ready to help you 

get it done.

With one tap, you can call up Copilot to complete a wide variety of 

tasks across the Microsoft 365 suite—whether that’s writing a formal 

email, identifying patterns in big spreadsheets of data, or drafting a 

presentation in a matter of minutes¹.

Multi-task like a pro
Get all the power you need to take the stress out of your 
day-to-day tasks and calls.

Multi-task like never before, even when you’re on a video call. The 

Galaxy Book4 is the ideal do-it-all laptop for everyday users. With the 

latest Intel® Core™ processors, the laptop ensures your workday is 

fuss-free. And when it’s time to update the team on your progress, you 

can jump on a video call and keep working in the background, thanks to 

smart webcam auto-framing that will keep you centred throughout. 

Galaxy Book4 is proof great things come in small packages. 1. Microsoft Copilot for Microsoft 365 subscription required.



Professional looks, 
professional power
Plenty of portable processing power and smarts within 
elegant, slim hardware.

Big task landed on your lap? Deadline coming up fast? You can get it 

all done with your Galaxy Book4. With more than enough processing 

power to handle intense multi-tasking, you can run multiple productivity 

apps, take calls and get your admin done, all at the same time.

The Intel® Core™ 7/5 processor inside drives next-generation apps 

with ease. So, whether you’re presenting to your hybrid working team 

or managing your inventory, you can be confident that your laptop can 

handle it.

The Galaxy Book4 is designed to look fantastic while pushing past the 

limits of laptop power. It’s thin enough to slip into a work bag and carry 

anywhere, it’s your key to anywhere productivity.

Smart battery consumption ensures you’re never left 

without charge for your travels.

Stay supercharged, 
anywhere

When you’re hopping between the commute, the office and long 

meetings, you need a battery you can rely on. You’ll always have 

enough charge to get it done¹. And if you do start running low, you can 

plug in the universal charger for super-fast charging. That’s a quick 

way to get back in action.

Galaxy Book4

1.Typical value tested under third party laboratory condition. Rated minimum capacity of the Galaxy Book4 is 54Wh (Typical).

Based on average use. Actual battery life varies by network environment, apps and functionality used, and other factors.



Galaxy Book4

Business Use Case 
Education top audience needs: 
price, AI capabilities, performance, security

The perfect all-rounder laptop for teachers and 
learners on the go, for longer

Education budgets can go further when you choose 
the right devices. The well-rounded Galaxy Book4 
benefits from the latest Intel® Core™ processor, 
unlocking solid performance for a great price. 
These sleek devices are perfect for those rushing 
through hallways to get to their next class. The 
Galaxy Book4 proves affordability doesn’t have to 
come at the cost of quality.

Create inspiring content in the blink of an eye

Teachers can generate lesson content that engages 

and inspires, faster than ever. Microsoft Copilot gives 

education professionals the ability to create content 

on the fly. With a little help from AI, they can 

summarise lengthy online documents and reports, 

and tailor learning material for their students’ exact 

needs¹.

Share that content via Quick Share

Teaching and learning have never been more 

connected, even far from the classroom. The 

Samsung Galaxy ecosystem works with existing 

education technology, enabling easy sharing of work 

to large digital displays and other classroom tools. 

Teachers can inspire and engage by enabling 

collaborative writing, drawing, calculating and 

playing.

Thanks to Quick Share on the Galaxy Book4, 

teachers and students can easily share their lecture 

materials and homework, securely and instantly. 

There’s no risk of emails getting lost or dogs eating 

homework anymore.

1. Microsoft Copilot for Microsoft 365 subscription required. 2. Galaxy smartphone or tablet with One UI 2.1 or above required



Galaxy Book4

Technical specifications

1. Micro SD card and additional SSD sold separately.

Colour Grey

Dimensions 356.6 x 229.2 x 15.4mm

Weight 1.55kg

Display 15.6” FHD (1920 x 1080) PLS LCD

Processor Intel® Core 5 120U | 7 150U

Graphics Intel® Graphics

Memory 16GB (LPDDR4X)

Storage 256GB | 512GB + microSD + SSD Slot*

Connectivity 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6)

Camera 720p Front Facing

Speaker Stereo Speakers

Battery 54Wh (Typical)

Ports 2x USB-C, 2x USB 3.2, HDMI, microSD, RJ45, HP out/Mic-in

SKU Codes
Grey | 15.6"/Core 7/16GB/512GB | NP754XGK-KG1UK

Grey | 15.6"/Core 5/16GB/256GB | NP754XGK-KG2UK 




